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New London is the heart of the Bretonia House and as such is filled by numerous commercial bases owned 
by different corporate companies. Areas surrounding these bases are usually filled by Bounty Hunters who 
regularly support local armed forces in skirmishes against local criminals. Centre for criminal activity in this 
System is the Trafalgar Base operated by Junkers, which is used by most outlaws as theirs main resupply 
point.

New London is also a System with many entry & exit points where only Jump Gates (Aegis) at the end of 
trade lanes are patrolled by the Army. Others are usually used by criminals and smugglers since New 
London is also a place where one can purchase certain costly black market goods. Clever traders can, on 
certain days, make a fortune by trading such items, but the risk of high financial fines and/or destruction of 
their businesses, by the hand of police forces, is very high.

New London is a also a highly polluted System. Intense and in many case over subscribed mining, together 
with industrial production produced by the extraction of minerals from the mined materials, seriously pollutes 
the System. Biproducts of such industrial activity have produced highly toxic radiation fields together with 
dangerous exploding gas regions in many of the asteroid and debris fields found within the System. Hence, 
extreme care should be taken when entering any field or alternatively, it maybe wiser to journey only on the 
prescribed trade lanes.

1. Bases & Dockable Planets 

Battleship Suffolk
Canterbury Station
Kensington Shipping Platform
Planet New London (Mooring Fixture)

Southampton Shipyard
Thames Outpost
Trafalgar Base
Waterloo Station
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2. Unsettled Planets 

Planet Dover

3. Jump Holes

Dublin
Cambridge
Leeds

4. Jump Gates

Cambridge
Dublin
Leeds
Manchester
The Corridor

5. Wrecks 

Vanguard
Trujillo
Puno
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Remnants of Bretonia 
battleship

Southampton Shipyard
surrounding space

Battleship Suffolk near 
Planet New London

Docked at Canterbury 
Station

New London System
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